
all year softshell suit

Dedicated to all little adventure seekers to help them on their outdoor quests, regardless of the weather. 
All that whilst parents don’t have to worry about their little ones getting cold or damp.

product code: niekap01

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/kids/suits-en-2/


DETACHABLE 
& ADJUSTABLE 
HOOD

DOUBLE ZIPPER
Allowing easy access 

for quick toilet breaks.

SIZE
ADJUSTABLE SYSTEM

Size adjustable system which enables 

the suit to grow with your child. 

Series of solutions allow to extend 

sleeves, legs and torso up to 3 sizes 

(approx. 20cm)

FLEECE
An additional fleece insert will serve 

your child just as well in winter months. 

The insert is removable and can be used 

as a fleece suit independently. 

ELASTICED
LEG ADJUSTMENTS

Allow tight fit over boots or wellies with 

elastic stirrup securing it in place.

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS
7 reflective elements will 

ensure your child’s safety 

in evening time.

ORTHALION
PANELS
Orthalion panels on legs 

and bum make the heavy 

wearing parts durable 

and waterproof. Puddle play 

has just been made worry free!

SOFTSHELL

Waterproof 10 000 mm,

breathability 5 000 g/m2.

Softshell fabric with microfleece lining 

which is cosy and extremely gentle on skin. 



jacket/ vest (2 in 1) 

Our Transformer jacket is a fusion of a waistcoat and jacket. On the whole it is waterproof, very warm, comfortable and extremely 
practical. What’s very important to us – the insulation we use in the vest is made from 55% recycled materials. Quilted sonically, 

which means without a use of needle, leaving the fabric’s structure unspoiled and fully waterproof.

product code: trans01 - children, trans21 - adult short, trans23 - adult long

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/jacket-vest-2in1-patterns/


SLEEVES
The gilet has easily removable 

sleeves, which when attached, gives 

us a „full-fledged” soft, warm (yet not 

thick!) jacket. The sleeves roll to 

a very small size, so you can pack 

them even to the waist bag and use 

them as back up when it gets cold 

or it starts to rain.

1. OUTER LAYER
Thin waterproof outer fabric - with a „water 

repellent” coating - is a technology that 

significantly reduces the absorption of liquids. 

As a result, water (e.g. rain) forms into drops 

and does not penetrate into the fabric. It can 

withstand light and moderate rain. In addition, this 

technology facilitates cleaning and minimizes 

the risk of contamination of the material.

2. PRIMALOFT INSULATION
A replacement for natural down, which 

keeps warming properties even if outer 

layer doesn’t stand very heavy rain! It does 

not get dirty and and keeps shape thanks to 

its elasticity. The most advanced version of 

Primaloft®, the Gold version, means that with 

relatively thin insulation - and therefore low 

weight - we get the best thermal parameters. 

55% of the Primaloft® used is made of recycled 

polyester, has windproof and antiallergic 

properties and is resistant 

to fungi and bacteria.

3. BREATHABLE LINING

THE TRANSFORMER 
JACKET COMES WITH 
A COMPLIMENTARY 

COMPRESSION POUCH 
TO STORE THE SLEEVES

Comes in two lengths: short or long 

(the long version has a zipper detachable 

at the top and at the bottom). 

Both lengths are available in children 

and adults sizes.

REMOVABLE
HOOD

TRIPLE LAYER DESIGN:



softshell coat

A softshell coat that’ll also work as a rainproof jacket. It’s light and thin, 
but it’ll keep you warm and protected from the wind.

product code: spac01 - children, spac21 - adult

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/softshell-parka-patterns/


FABRICS
Waterproof 10 000 mm,

breathable 5 000 g/m2

MATERIAL
Protects against rain and wind, 

and „breathes” at the same time.

OVERSIZE CUT
Fits every shape.

EXTENDED 
LENGTH 
AT THE BACK

WAIST 
REGULATED 

WITH DRAWCORDS

DEEP HOOD 
WITH TOGGLED 

DRAWCORDS

TWO-WAY ZIPPER
Very useful when getting into the 

car, crouching next to the child, 

cycling, etc.

FRONT 
SPACIOUS 
POCKETS



pregnancy & babywearing coat 5 in 1

is a year-round coat dedicated to both pregnant women and mothers who wear their babies in slings. Growing with you and easily 
transformable depending on need: simply switch its panels. Additional flexibility added with compatible fleece sweatshirt which 

fastens to the coat and transforms it from spring-autumn jacket to winter coat.

product code: spac22

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/pregnancy-softshell-coat-5in1/


MULTIFUNCTIONAL PANEL
After attaching it to the coat, an extension is created 
“for two”. It can be attached both at the front and 
at the back (to be worn on the back). The panel has 
a separate, adjustable hood for a baby. 
After unfastening the hood, it creates a pregnancy 
panel with adjustable width!

Similar panels can be attached to the fleece sweatshirt, 
thanks to which the set will serve us all year round! 

The softshell layer itself is perfect for spring and autumn: 
thin, light, protects against wind and rain, and is breathable 
at the same time. Worn with the fleece insert, 
it creates winter clothing. The fleece insert can also 
be used independently of the coat.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Waterproof  10 000 mm,

breathability 5 000 g/m2.

PREGNANCY PANEL
Creates space for the growing belly 
of the mum-to-be.

The great advantage is that the coat will 
serve the mother long after she stops 
carrying her baby, whether in a belly 
or in a sling. After removing the panels, 
we are left with a comfortable, practical, 
beautiful coat.

Material – protects against rain and wind, 
yet allows the body to breath 

at the same time.

Oversize cut – 
fits every figure and shape.

Waist regulated 
with drawcords.

Two-way zipper, very useful 
when getting into the car, 

crouching next to the child, 
cycling, etc.

Deep hood.

Front Pockets 
sewn on the front.

Extended length 
at the back.

option 2

option 1



softshell jacket
product code: trap01

Coat designed for little and bigger explorers. Protects from wind and light rain whilst keeping 
your child warm and comfortable during active playtime.

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/softshell-jacket-patterns/


FABRIC
Softshell fabric with microfleece 

lining which is cosy 

and extremely gentle on skin.

Waterproof 10 000mm,

breathability 5 000 g/m2.

SIZE
ADJUSTABLE SYSTEM

Size adjustable system which enables 

the coat to grow with your child. 

Series of solutions allows 

to extend sleeves  and torso 

up to approx. 10cm 

LOOSE FIT
Allowing for extra layers 

during cooler days.

REFLECTIVE
PANELS
Reflective panels ensuring 

your child’s safety during 

evening walks.

EXTENDED 
BACK

TOGGLE 
DRAWCORDS 
ADJUSTABLE 

BOTTOM

DETACHABLE 
& ADJUSTABLE 

HOOD



softshell trousers

All-year trousers made for outdoor play, which grow together with your child! They’ll work in spring at a wet playground, in autumn 
when jumping in the puddles and in winter while skiing or having fun in the snow. They’re made of waterproof fabric, 

protect from the wind and at the same time allow the child’s skin to breathe.

product code: teren00, teren01

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/patterned-softshell-trousers/


FABRIC
Waterproof 10 000 mm,

breathable 5 000 g/m2

Softshell known for its windproof 

properties. With thin fleece layer 

on the inside these ensure 

a comfortable on child’s sensitive 

skin wear and added warmth. 

So much so, underlayers may 

not be necessary. 

The trousers legs are adjustable 

and can be lengthened up to 

10 centimetres. Perfect to fit your 

child for at least two seasons 

(up to three sizes).

ORTALLION 
REINFORCEMENTS
Additional protection against 

abrasions and soaking on the 

bottom and knees.

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS
Ensure safety during 

evening walks.

ADJUSTABLE 
HARNESS LENGTH

Harness made of thick rubber – 

elastic to „work” with your child’s 

energetic body.

LOOSE CUT
 it doesn’t restrain child’s 

movement and leaves enough 

space for additional layers of clothing.

LEGS 
WITH ELASTIC 

BANDS
Some regulate the circumference of the legs 

 so that they fit tightly to around the shoes. 

The second one is put under shoe’s sole 

so that the legs do not roll up when 

playtime gets intensive.

HIGH WAIST
No waistband, so they never dig into 

the tummy. The high waist additionally 

covers the kid’s back and belly.



ALL YEAR ROUND BABY SLING/CARRIER COVER 
PRODUCT CODE - tul01 

Mabibi's flagship product and original design which over the years developed and won the hearts of our customers. 

Packed with innovative solutions and reviewed as the most important and useful accessory on baby sling wearing journey. 

Notjust a typical liner for a sling, but a multi-functional cover, which can be used all year round over a sling or baby carrier as well 

as in the car, on bicycle seat or even a stroller! Our Snuggle Cover is designed to last you the entire baby carrying journey: 

from the very first moments until you're ready to move on. 

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/babywearing/cover-for-a-sling-carrier/




winter suit

This suit is an alternative to thick, down-filled winter suits, in which it is difficult for small children to move. 
It is light, soft, „plastic”, it allows the child to move its hands, feet, squat, pick up various objects, etc.

product code: komb01

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/winter-suit-plain/


SLEEVES
 Ability to fold the sleeves in and out 

so hands and feet can either be out 

or completely covered and protected 

replacing a need for gloves.

TWO LONG ZIPPERS
 The suit has 2 long zippers, which when 

undone, the front „flap” opens and the 

toddler can be comfortably laid down 

and dressed easily.

*PRIMALOFT
Synthetic insulation: a replacement 

for natural down, keeps you warm 

even when wet and dries quickly, has 

windproof properties. It has antiallergic 

properties and is resistant to fungi 

and bacteria. It does not get dirty and 

does not clump like down. It is light, 

soft and resilient, thanks to which even 

with thin insulation, i.e. low weight 

of the suit, we get the best thermal 

parameters. It is made of 55% recycled 

polyester.  

A FLEECE VEST, 
FASTENED 

WITH BUTTONS
This way we get a very warm winter  

version of the suit! Its great advantage 

is a soft turtleneck around the neck.

The suit is made of a thin waterproof 

fabric, has a breathable lining and 

PrimaLoft insulation *. All 3 layers have 

been sonically quilted, i.e. without the 

use of a needle - so as not to disturb 

the structure of the material and not 

lose its water resisting properties. 

Very importantly to us, 55% of the 

insulation used in the suit is made 

of recycled polyester!



kangaroo jacket
product code: aktyw21 - sport, aktyw22 - basic

From city walkers to active outdoor enthusiasts, beloved by all.

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/softshell-kanga-jacket/


FABRIC
SOFTSHELL

Waterproof 10 000 mm,

breathability 5 000 g/m2.

HOOD
Adjustable hood 

with toggled drawcords.

ASSYMETRIC
ZIPPER
Done up creates 

windproof guard.

VELCRO 
REGULATED 
SLEEVES

LONG SIDE 
ZIPPER

 Perfect for getting in and out 

of the coat. Can be undone 

from the bottom right up 

to the elbow.

FRONT POCKET
Front pocket ideal for phone 

carrying with extra adjustments 

to keep it secured in place.TWO SIDE 
POCKETS

BASIC VARIANT:

+ SPORT VARIANT:

All features from the Basic 

variant topped with:

Underarm vents

Ski pass pocket fitted on sleeve

Waist snowguard

• 

• 

• 



belt bag (cyclists variant)

Designed for cycling lovers, belt bag with additional straps which secure to handlebars of your pushbike. Fitted with touchscreen 
panel at the top, allows you to follow your nav or answer a call with a single swipe so you can keep your hands on where they need 
to be to cycle safely. Extra strengthening of the front and top panel keeps the shape of the bag regardless of its content. Off the bike, 
wear it at your waist.

product code: ner24

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/bike-touchpad-belt-bag/


DOUBLE SIDE ZIPPER
Allowing you to access contents of the bag from either side. 
Perfect for ensuring the bag is fully zipped protecting your contents 
from slipping out.

TOUCHSCREEN PANEL
to help you use navigation on your phone 
or use it without taking it out.

POUCH
Comes with an additional pouch which can be worn at the front 
or independently from the waist bag and attached to a belt. 
Perfect to fit your phone, cards or cash secured in an additional 
internal pocket with zip.

TWO INTERNAL DIVIDERS

RIBBON
Internal ribbon fitted with carabiner to clip your keys on.

VELCRO BANDS
 fully adjustable to suit all styles of handlebars. 
Can also be attached to the bar of the kids bike trailer. 

CAPACITY
An impressive 3.8l capacity can fit up to 0.7l drink bottle, 
cycling jacket and even a snack.

FABRIC
Made of waterproof, durable and easy to clean material.



belt bag

This is not an ordinary waist bag. 
Cross functional product with many surprising and extremely practical solutions!

product code: ner21 - standard, ner22 - large

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/giga-belt-bag/


TWO-WAY ZIPPER
 Provides easy access to the contents 

of the bag, regardless of whether worn 
at the front or across the back, on hips 

or over the shoulder, whether we are right 
or left-handed.

HIT! ETUI
Additional flat pouch mounted 
to the the belt of the waist bag. 
Perfect to store a phone, cash or cards 
(the latter can be hidden in a zipped pocket 
inside the case). It’s safe and convenient. 
The pouch can also be attached to our additional 
belt (or any belt from your wardrobe) and thus, 
within one product, we get two independent 
waist bags! One in the giga version and the other 
in the micro version.

OPPTIONAL ADD-ONS

TWO SEPARATE
COMPARTMENTS 

INSIDE

RIBBON
A ribbon with a carabiner 

- „guards” the keys.

ROOMY 
3.8L CAPACITY
Waist bag is also available 
in the „standard” version 
- capacity 2 L.

WATER-REPELLENT 
MATERIAL
durable and easy to clean, 
protects the contents 
of the bag from light rain.

Zipped pocket 
on the front and inside.

Special pendants - thanks to these, the waist 
bag can replace the pushchair bag. 
The hangers can also be used as a „third 
hand”, which can be held by a toddler.

Pouch - worn over the belt of the waist or an 
additional strap (similar to the flat pouch). 
It’s use is very diverse: it will fit a drink bottle, 
a sachet for dog treats, or will provide extra 
space for other things that we do not want 
to mix with the contents of the waist.



Small ones love to carry stones, sticks and various other treasures in their belt bags, for older kids it is the perfect place 
to hide a phone or keys. The belt bag can be hung on the handlebars of a bicycle or scooter! 

Both sizes will fit min. a water bottle with a capacity of 0.3l.

CHILDREN’S BELT BAG
product code: ner01

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/childrens-belt-bag/


SPECIAL 
PENDANTS

The belt bag can be attached 

to the handlebars of a bicycle or scooter.

TWO-WAY ZIPPER

Eases the child’s access 

to the contents of the belt bag.

INDIVIDUAL 
CONFIGURATION 

You can, for example, order a ribbon 

with a carabiner - for keys, or an additional 

pocket on the front or reflective elements.

FABRIC

Waterproof material - easy to clean, protects 

the content of a belt bag.

FLEXIBLE INSERT 
AT THE WAIST 

A few centimeters of wide rubber means that 

the belt does not hurt the belly during intense 

games and various activities.

Available as a toddler (approx. 1-4 years) and 

an older child (approx. 5-10 years). For teenagers, 

an adult STANDARD size belt bag will be the best choice.



Training belt bags was designed to meet all the needs of pet owners. Available in giga and mini versions.

dog walking / training belt bags
PRODUCT CODE: ner23 - giga, nerM23 - mini

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/dog-walking-belt-bag/


GIGA

It is very roomy:  it can easily fit a 0.7l water bottle, 

dog toys or a rope / leash. The main compartment 

is divided into two parts.

There is a dispenser on the bottom of the belt bag, through 

which we can take a bag for dog droppings, without having 

to open the bag and search its entire contents. (the bags are 

placed in a special pocket inside the belt bag).

Two-way zipper - provides easy access to the content 

of the belt bag with any hand, from any side.

Waterproof material - durable, easy to clean, protects 

the content of the bag from light rain.

A ribbon with a carabiner - „guards” the keys.

The set includes additional CASE - you can hide the phone, 

documents, money, etc. - you always have them at hand 

and do not „mix” with the content of the kidney. The case has 

a zipped pocket inside - for example for a card, cash, etc. 

The case slides over the belt from the bag.

A pouch for treats. From the inside, it is finished with 

a material that does not absorb greasy stains and can be easily 

cleaned with a wet cloth. We put the pouchover the belt of the 

kidney, its alternative use is a bottle holder.to uchwyt na bidon.

MINI

The MINI version belt bag will fit, among others: phone, keys, 

wallet OR a 0.3l water bottle.

There is a dispenser on the bottom of the belt bag, through 

which we can take a bag for dog droppings, without having 

to open the bag and search its entire contents. (the bags 

are placed in a special pocket inside the belt bag).

Two-way zipper - provides easy access to the content of the 

belt bag with any hand, from any side.

Waterproof material - durable, easy to clean, protects the 

content of the bag from light rain.

A ribbon with a carabiner - „guards” the keys.

The MINI version has been designed so that it can be 

freely modified - it can be expanded thanks to additio-

nal options:

A pouch for treats. From the inside, it is finished with 

a material that does not absorb greasy stains and can be easily 

cleaned with a wet cloth. We put the pouch over the belt of the 

kidney, its alternative use is a bottle holder.

CASE - you can hide the phone, documents, money, etc. - you 

always have them at hand and do not „mix” with the content 

of the kidney. The case has a zipped pocket inside - for exam-

ple for a card, cash, etc. The case slides over the belt from 

the bag.

HIT 

additional strap the dog walking belt bag becomes even more 

practical, as it gains additional configurations! You can slide 

on only the case (which gives you a micro version ), 

or the pouch, or both of these.



It’s a bag that every mom dreams about. Beautiful, practical, durable and very roomy. It has numerous interesting and unseen 
elsewhere improvements. It can work as a shopping, beach or a baby changing bag!

multifunctional bag
product code: tor21

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/multifunctional-bag/


INCREDIBLY FUNCTIONAL

Apart from a very spacious main compartment, 

it has four other pockets:

1. Thermal! For a water bottle, fruits or yoghurts.

This pocket is removable and you can use

it as a separate thermal bag! (extra paid option)

2. Large compartment made from a waterproof

fabric to keep a wet bathing suit or used nappies

separate from other contents.

3. Small internal pocket for your documents.

4. External zipped pocket for your phone, keys,

etc – or other bits and pieces that we want to

have handy.

ELASTIC CORDS

They’re located at the bottom of the bag and can 

be used to attach a yoga mat, blanket or a beach 

towel, freeing up space inside the bag.

WIDE STRAPS

More comfortable to wear and spread 

the weight of the bag better.

Special straps to hang it 

on the pushchair’s handlebar. 

FABRIC
Made from a waterproof, easy to clean fabric.



softshell hood „paka hood”

PAKA hood is made from softshell and has a permanent mask.

product code: kap21 - balaclava, kap22 - helmet

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/adult/accessories-en-2/hood-paka/


PAKA HOOD

PAKA can be used while snowboarding,  

skiing, cycling or simply during mountain trips  

and numerous other outdoor activities. The hood 

is made from a water and windproof, breathable 

softshell, so the snow doesn’t stick to it and it 

doesn’t absorb water, which makes it superior  

to the fleece hoods. 

MASK

Made from a thin, technical fabric.  

It’s a great face protection from cold,  

sleet or snow (the mask ends where  

the goggles start, but it can also be  

slipped below the chin).

ADJUSTMENT

Wind, snow storm, heavy rain or skiing in  

the fresh down – none of it will make much of an 

impact. There’s a special system, which allowed 

you to adjust PAKA Hood to your helmet by using 

just one hand, even in winter gloves. 

„HELMET HOOD” version

Can be worn over a skiing, 

snowboarding or cycling helmet. 

It will fit also for kids above 4-5 years. 

„BALACLAVA HOOD” version

is more adjusted to head, it’s a kind of balaclava. 

It can be also worn over a skiing 

or cycling helmet for kids under 4-5 years.  



balaclava hood

One brilliant product which combines a hat, neck warmer and a hood.

product code: mabis01 - fleece, mabis02 - wool

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/kids/accessories-en-3/snood-hoods-en/


CUT
Special cut outs for the shoulders 

and the extended front and back 

make the neck and neckline 

of the child perfectly protected 

from wind and cold.

EARS
Just add 100points to cuteness ;)

ADJUSTMENT
can form a a chimney/scarf 

around the child’s neck, 

act as a loose hood or, after „pulling” 

the elastic band, create a a snug

-fitting balaclava to the face.

FABRIC
inside there is a soft patterned cotton. 

Outer layer comes in two variations:

• Soft, fluffy fleece resembling fur,

• woollen fabric with 10% of synthetic silk,

delicate on skin and at the same time

warms wonderfully.



winter gloves

They are winter mittens designed by parents and tested by children, 
so we know they work in all possible snow scenarios.

product code - rek01 - children, rek21 - adult

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/adult/accessories-en-2/gloves-en/


LONG CUFFS
They reach up to the elbows, ke-

eping the snow away 

from little hands.

ADJUSTABLE
They’re adjustable at the elbow 

and wrist, so they don’t slide off 

hands and jacket. Adjusted with one 

pull on the elastic, so easy that 

a child can do it by themselves , 

even with one glove already on.

ELASTIC BAND
 The child can slide his hand 

under the upper elastic band, so he 

won’t lose the glove when he wants 

to take it off for a while.

FABRIC
Waterproof softshell - 10 000mm

PRIMALOFT
INSULATION
it’s a synthetic insulation (substitute 

for natural down) that keeps you warm 

even when wet! It doesn’t get dirty 

and keeps its shape thanks to 

its elasticity. Made from 55% recycled 

polyester, it is windproof and anti-

allergenic, while being resistant 

to fungi and bacteria.

INSIDE
The inside of the gloves is finished 

with a fabric containing 90% wool, 

which is wonderfully warming, 

and a 10% rayon (synthetic silk) blend, 

which provides extra softness 

and does not irritate the skin. 

The flannel finish is an optional finish 

for customers allergic to wool. 

CUT FOR BABIES
We offer an additional cut for infants and toddlers up to about 2 years old who cannot wear gloves 

with a separate thumb. The special shape allows all fingers to move freely, while still allowing 

the child to grasp larger objects (but no pincer grip).

TRADITIONAL CUT
Of course, a traditional cut with a separate thumb is also available for older children and adults.



baby warming booties 

Very cosy winter booties made for non-walking babies, or those walking ones, but temporarily resting up in a pram or sleigh. 
They work great for babies in slings or baby-carriers, whose hanging feet are prone to getting cold.

product code: but01

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/kids/accessories-en-3/non-walking-shoes-en/


TRIPLE LAYER 
DESIGN:

HIGH
Protects the legs up to the knee.

TWO-LEVEL 
ADJUSTMENT

(top and ankle)

Prevents the shoes 

from slipping off.

WIDE BOOTIE FIT
 Thanks to which it is easy to put 

it over shoes and calves, even 

if baby wears a winter suit.

1. OUTER LAYER
Made of waterproof softshell 

with a membrane.

2. PRIMALOFT
INSULATION
Light and thin, at the same time very 

warm, made of 50% recycled materials.

3. INNER LAYER
Comes in two customizable options: nice 

fleece fur OR soft wool (90% wool + 10% 

synthetic silk - making it non irritable 

for baby’s soft skin).



Gaiters are invaluable equipment during mountain trips on rainy, muddy or snowy days. They prevent rain or snow 
from getting into the shoes. At the same time, they protect the trouser legs against dirt and damage.  

They will allow you to keep „dry foot” even through the largest snow drifts.

gaiters
product code: stup01 - kids, stup21 - adults

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/adult/accessories-en-2/gaiters-accessories-en-2/


WIDE UPPER

Easy to put them even on thick winter pants.

ELASTIC BAND 
WITH A STOPPER

At the top there is an. It allows you to adjust 

the gaiters to the calf so that they fit and do 

not fall down.

ELASTIC BAND 
UNDER THE SHOES

Prevents the gaiters from lifting.

HOOK

Attached to the laces prevents 

slipping from the shoes.

FABRIC
Waterproof fabric 

- strong, easy to clean.

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS 

Increase safety 

when hiking in the dark.

You can choose between two versions: with zip 

(more convenient to put on) and a version without a zipper.



headwear
kod produktu: dasz01 -  baseball cap, uszat01 - thick cap

czap01 - thin beanie

Headwear for all seasons and weather conditions.

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/kids/accessories-en-3/hats-and-neckwarmers/


THIN BEANIE 

Thin knitted hat. Soft, airy, flexible.

It gently protects against cold, wind and sun.

Perfect for fall and spring.

THICK CAP

Known as a „ear flat cap” or „pilot cap”. Thanks to the fastening under the neck - 

it does not slip off the head and it covers the ears. It warms not only the head 

or the ears, but also the cheeks. The outer material is softshell which is waterproof, 

breathable and protects againstthe wind. The inside of the hat is made 

of soft fleece fur.

BASEBALL CAP

If a baseball cap, then only with mesh! Thanks to this, the head is protected

from the sun, but at the same time has the ability to „ventilate”.

Our baseball caps are adjustable with a plastic latch in the range 51-56 cm. 

So they fit both children’s and adult heads.



Light, thin, airy and comfortable. These are MaBiBi’s summer products. Made of the highest quality fabric with an addition 
of elastane. The material is extremely smooth, flexible, „cool” to the touch, flowing, incredibly soft and airy.

It allows the skin to breathe and fits perfectly on the body. It hardly wrinkles at all. It is stretchy both ways which gives great freedom 
of movement, but at the same time does not stretch and does not deform when worn. The print on the fabric was made 

by sublimation, thanks to which the pattern is durable, imperceptible, and does not crack when stretched.

DRESS & SKIRT
kod produktu:  spod21 - adult skirt, spod01 - children skirt,

suk21 - adult dress, suk01 -  children dress

https://mabibi.pl/en/kategoria-produktu/adult/dresses-skirts/


BUTTONS

The wooden buttons on the front 

are cherry on the cake.

REGULATED
ARM LENGTH

It has adjustable straps,

which are tied at the back to form a bow.

FASHION

The A-shaped cut makes the dress loose, 

gives you a feeling of lightness and comfort.

HIGH WAIST

WIDE BELT

emphasizing the waist.

MATERIAL

The skirt „pours” beautifully,

creating soft waves.



spring/summer products

Light, thin, airy and comfortable. These are MaBiBi’s summer products. Made of the highest quality fabric with an addition 
of elastane. The material is extremely smooth, flexible, „cool” to the touch, flowing, incredibly soft and airy.

It allows the skin to breathe and fits perfectly on the body. It hardly wrinkles at all. It is stretchy both ways which gives great freedom 
of movement, but at the same time does not stretch and does not deform when worn. The print on the fabric was made 

by sublimation, thanks to which the pattern is durable, imperceptible, and does not crack when stretched.

https://mabibi.pl/en/produkt/thin-bamboo-blouse-with-a-hood/


PUMP PANTS

Comfortable knee-length shorts, 

adored by big and small!

Loose cut, low crotch.

Elastic cuffs at the waist and legs.

With the help of the lower pullers

you can adjust the length of the shorts.

Pockets in the side seams.

Available in

short and long version. 

SHORTS

A little bit of Bermuda shorts, 

and a little bit of regular shorts.

Mid-thigh length

Thick, comfortable rubber band 

at the waist.

Decorated at the front with a thick ribbon

tied like a bow. (only adult version)

Pockets on the sides.

THIN SWEATSHIRT WITH HOOD 

Our hoodie combines the advantages of a sweatshirt and 

a T-shirt: it has a loose cut, hood and long sleeves, but the mate-

rial from which it was made it’s thin like a T-shirt. This combination 

works perfectly well when the evening coolness comes after 

a hot day, it will check also great at the pool or at the seaside 

(can replace pareo). Kids love to run around kindergarten in it.

Great for trips as it takes up very little spacein a backpack.

Soft, airy and very comfortable.

This cannot be shown in photos,

you have to feel it on your own skin!

Spacious hood.

Longer back.

Available with or without a zipper.
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